Introduction
Reverse time migration has played an important role in imaging in areas where steep dips pose a challenge to one-way wave equation migration. We use finite difference methods (FD) to solve the acoustic wave equations since FFT cannot apply cross multi-GPU when using pseudo spectral method. In order to avoid numerical dispersion and instability of the wave equations, fourth-order FD in time domain, eighth-order in x, y direction and sixteenth-order in z direction in spatial domain are applied.
Intensive computation is large obstacle to RTM utility, taken advantage of GPU on RTM to achieve massive computation capacity, it can shorten compute period, reduce computational power and space occupation.
High Order Finite Difference in Share Memory
The motion of acoustic wave in spatial and temporal domain is described by the following secondorder equation:
where ( ) . The equation could be rewritten as following after using the second-order FD approximation and Taylor series expansions:
with second-order and fourth-order finite difference terms in time domain reserved (Etgen, 1986) .
Usually the velocity variation of the media is prominent in vertical direction z compared to in horizontal direction x-y plane. And the frequency of the seismic wave is higher in z-direction than in horizontal. In order to further increase frequency in z-direction without sacrificing efficiency too much, we adopt the wave equation with eighth-order in both x and y direction, and sixteenth-order in z-direction. The implementation on share memory (overlapped on registers colored in green) is shown in Figure 1 . First the volume is partitioned on x-direction, therefore 8 points in single z-direction and 4 points in x are needed implement the second-order partial derivations. After these values are synchronized, we solve the fourth-order derivations with 4 points in single z-direction and 2 points in x-direction. In GPU actual calculation, accessing global memory is the bottleneck. Thereby share memory is used to reduce the memory accesses. Data read from global memory are first copied to share memory, then read by threads of the same block. Reusing the data in share memory greatly improves the computational efficiency. With the same order in spatial domain, the results of the second-order and fourth-order operator in temporal domain are displayed in Figure 2 respectively. It can clearly see that dispersion is well compressed in fourth-order, and the quality is consequently improved. Although approximately 30% extra computing time is needed for fourth-order, we can enlarge the dz to reduce the calculation time and keep the same quality. 
Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABCs)
The finite memory requires the effective absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) to avoid spurious edge reflections. Three approaches are employed in below according to different situations. 1) Random velocity boundary On the lateral sides and bottom of velocity field, the random velocity boundary is exerted. By extrapolating shot wavefield to the boundary, reflections are bounced back and converted to weak noise due to the boundary (Clapp, 2009 ). The noise cannot create strong coherent noise but contains the message of wavefield. In Figure 3 , (a) is similar to (e), and (b) is to (d). Therefore, the wavefield are almost recovered completely after shot wavefield propagate backward without saving checkpoints. The advantage of this method is high quality and easy to programming. The disadvantage is that it needs more pad space (usually 50 to 100 points) on sides, and more storage space for saving random noise wavefield for backward recovery.
2) Symmetry boundary On the top side of velocity model, two approaches can solve the boundary reflections. One of them is symmetry boundary that values from velocity model are mirror-inverse copied as this boundary, then connected to the former velocity model. In constant velocity media, symmetry boundary condition performs perfectly on top absorption (Figure. 5a) ; however, the wavefield will reflect bounce back for upcoming wavefield ( Figure. 5c) because no symmetry exists for shot position, this approach cannot be applied to media with ragged surface.
3) Perfectly matched layer (PML) PML is another approach which can perfectly absorb energy propagates toward the boundary. Equation (3) - (4) describe the propagation of energy in z-direction through the PML with loss terms
The potential is split to , is temporal fields introduced as part of a fielddividing process in staggered grid method. The loss terms q and q * are attenuation coefficients proportional to ( ) , where r is depth measured into the PML, is the total PML depth.
Since the application of PML on the boundary, the whole wavefield is divided to three parts: PML, interior and overlap region. In the interior, standard second derivative FD is applied; and data exchange back and forth in the overlap region (Hastings, 1995) . Figure 4 depicts the use of staggered gird, top and bottom lines are interior wavefield, another two lines are staggered grid wavefield (z-direction only). Four points from top line (right) and four points from line three (left) are combined to evaluate line two in step1, then figure out line three in step2. After finish the PML calculation, data is transferred back to interior wavefield.
Figure 4 The use of staggered grid. Values are figured out first, then transferred back to interior wavefield after staggered grid computation accomplished.
The wavefield snapshots with PML boundary compared with symmetry boundary is shown in Figure  5 . We can see both Figure 5 (b) and 5(d) by using PML are better than corresponding 5(a) and 5(c) where symmetry boundary are used. 
GPU Implementations
Complexity and computational cost are inherent problems for RTM utility. With the advance of High Performance Computing, GPUs are used to achieve massive computation capacity.
Shot volume is partitioned into several parts at first to fit in video memory which is 1.5GB to 6 GB. The workflow is depicted in Figure 6 . Synchronization is essential in time marching. Two kinds of synchronization are implemented, one is data transported to share memory in each GPU, then synchronize threads, which can read neighborhood thread data from share memory; another is data exchange between GPUs border, adding PML boundary after the synchronization. 
Example
Two sections by using Kirchhoff PSDM and TTI-RTM are depicted in Figure 7 . Imaging targets of this 3D seismic data are the caves beneath high-velocity layers and those thrusts. The caves in Figure  6b are more distinct than in 6a pointed by the arrow. Thrust fault also get improved. 
Conclusions
Finite difference method performs well related to fourth-order FD in time domain, and eighth-order in x, y direction and sixteenth-order in z direction. For boundary conditions, random boundary does not affect the wavefield propagation and minimize boundary artefacts; Symmetry boundary works only on regular surface; PML boundary performs effectively at ragged surface. Benefited from share memory and synchronization, GPU can achieve intensive computation in RTM calculation.
